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CONVERGENCE OF EXTENDED LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION

GIULIANA CRISCUOLO, GIUSEPPE MASTROIANNI, AND DONATELLA OCCORSIO

Abstract. The authors give a procedure to construct extended interpolation

formulae and prove some uniform convergence theorems.

1. Introduction

Let X = {xm ., i = I, ... , m, m G N} be a matrix of knots belonging

to / := [-1, 1]. For a given bounded function /, the corresponding Lagrange

polynomial interpolating at the points xm ¡, i = I, ... , m , is denoted by

Lm(X ; /). If Y = {yn ■, j = 1, ... , n, n G N} is another matrix of knots

belonging to /, then we define the "extended interpolation polynomial" as the

Lagrange polynomial Lm+n(X, Y; f) of degree m + n-l which interpolates

the function / at the points xm ¡, i = 1, ... , m , and yn ■, j = I, ... , n .

Since

(1.1) Lm+n(X,Y;f) = qnLm(X;fq-nX)+pmLn(Y;fp-mX),

where
m n

Pmix) = Hix-xmi),        Qn(x) = Y[(x-ynj),
1=1 7=1

the extended interpolating polynomial makes sense when the polynomials pm

and qn have no common zeros for every fixed m, n G N.

Even though it is easy to construct extended interpolating formulae, the study

of their convergence is difficult, in general. Extended interpolation processes

have been proposed to find the numerical solution of functional equations [ 1,

2], and they are used especially for numerical quadrature (extended quadrature

formulae). Quadratures of this type have been studied by several authors (see

[5, 6, 9]).
The main purpose of this paper is to give a new method of constructing

"good" formulae of extended interpolation Lm+n(X, Y ; f); namely, we shall

assume that the elements of the matrix X coincide with the zeros of some

orthogonal polynomials in / with respect to a weight function w and then

construct the knots of the matrix Y so that they are also zeros of orthogonal
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polynomials in / with respect to a weight related to w .  For each extended

interpolation formulae we shall prove uniform convergence theorems.

2. Extended interpolation formulae

Let dp be a finite positive measure on [-1, 1] with an infinite set as support

and let pm(dp ; x) = ym(dp)xm -\— , ym(dp) > 0, m G N, be the correspond-

ing system of orthonormal polynomials, that is

■ i

pm(dp ; x)pn(dp ; x) dp(x) = Sm „ .
i

We write the three-term recurrence formula satisfied by pm(dp) as

/.'

xpjdp ; x) = am+xpm+x(dp; x) + bmpm(dp; x) + ampm_x(dp; x) ;

p_x(dp;x) = 0,

where

m = 0, 1, ...;        am = am(dp) = ym_x(dp)/ym(dp);

bm = bmidP)= I   xpm{dp;x)2dp(x).

We now say that the measure dp is in the class M (Nevai's class) if

lim a(dp) = A    and     lim bldp) = 0.
m—>oo   m z m—»oo   "■

The class M is sufficiently large to be of significant interest and has been

thoroughly studied in [11]. For our purpose it is enough to know that if

dp(x) = w(x)dx, suoo(dp) = [-1, 1], and w(x) > 0 a.e. in [-1, 1], then

dp G M [12, p. 52].

We use in the sequel the following theorem which is a direct consequence of

a result by Maté, Nevai, and Totik [8, p. 70, Theorem 11].

Theorem 2.1. Let dp G M and let g be a nonnegative dp-integrable function.

Assume, further, that there exists a polynomial R such that Rg and Rg~ are

Riemann integrable in [-1, 1]. Then gap G M and

In the following we consider only ^-absolutely continuous measures. Then,

letting {pm(w)} be the system of orthonormal polynomials corresponding to

the weight function w , we denote by X(w) the triangular matrix

X(w) = {xmi(w),   i=l,...,m,  we TV},

where x    ¡(w), i = 1, ... , m, are the zeros of Pm(w) ordered increasingly,

-!<*,(!£;)<.. ■<*(»)< 1.
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The Christoffel constants Xm ¡(w), i = 1, ... , m, are defined by Xm ¡(w)

Xmiw'>xm Aw)), where

X(w;x)

-m-l

Y p2iiw 'x)
.1=0

is the mth Christoffel function.

We are now able to state the following theorems which are essential for the

construction of our interpolation formulae.

Theorem 2.2. If w is any weight function and w(x) = (I - x )w(x), then the

polynomial Q2m+[ = pm(w)pm+x(w) satisfies

(2-1) Q'2m+iixm,im) = -CmX-\liw)>        i=l,...,m, meN,

(2.2)   Ö2m+1(^+1>,^)) = CMA-;i/(u;)(l-x^1>I.(ti;)r1,

i = I, ... , m+l, m G N,

where Cm = ym(w)y~x+x(w^+ ym+x(w)y~x(w) < oo.

Hence, the zeros xm ¡(w) of pm(w) interlace with the zeros xm+x ¡(w) of

Pm+X(w), i.e.,

xm+i,iiw)<xmi(w)<xm+Xi+x(w),        i=l,...,m.

Proof. We make use of a technique already used by Nevai in [10].  First, we

consider the Fourier expansion of (1 - x )pm(w; x) in the system {pk(w)} :

m+2

(2.3)

where

(1 -x )pm(w;x)= YäkPk(w;x),
k=m

ak = /   pk(w; x)(l -x )pm(w; x)w(x)dx,        k = m,m+l,m + 2.

In particular, am = ym(w)/yjw) and am+2 = -ym(w)/ym+2(w)  (cf. [10, p.

40]). Since

xpjw ; x) = am+xpm+x(w ; x) + bmpjw ; x) + ampm_x(w ; x)

with am = ym_x(w)/ym(w), we deduce

,        , ^     ym+iiw)ym-iiw)     ,        , «
Pm+liW>Xm,,iW)) =-2{w)-Pm-liw,Xmi(w)).

This last relation, together with (2.3), gives us

(2.4)        i^ - x2m+ijiw))pm(w; xm+l ¡(w)) = Ampm(w; xm+li(w))

with
yJw) . yJu>)yJw)

+ mK     '' /»'

yJw)      y,„+iiw)
>o.
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We now also consider the Fourier expansion of pm+x(w) in the system {pk (w )},

m+l

(2.5) Pm+i(w;x)=   Y  bkpk(w;x),
k=m-l

where

bk=       Pk(w;x)pm+x(w;x)(l-x)w(x)dx,       k = m-l,m,m + l.

In particular, bm_x = -ym_x(w)/ym+x(w) and bm+x = ym+x(w)/ym+x(w).

Then by (2.5),

(2.6) Pm+X(w;xmi(w)) = -Bmpm_x(w; xmi(w))

with _ _
B _ ym-iiw) , ym+iiw)ym-iiw) ^ 0

m   ym+iiw)       y2mm

Moreover, recalling Theorem 2.1, we conclude that the sequences {Am} and

{Bm} are convergent. In particular, the relations (2.4) and (2.6) give us that

the zeros of pm(w) are different from the zeros of pm+x(w).

Now, since

QL+iixm,iiñ))=Pniwixmi(w))pm+l(w;xmJ(w)),

&2m+\iXrn+l,,iW))=Pm+liW>Xm+UAw))Pm(W\Xm+Xl(w)),

and recalling that for any weight u

(2.7) ;>>;*„»)= ¿>)P„_,(U;,m>))Am„.(«)'

we can use (2.4) and (2.6) to obtain (2.1) and (2.2).   a

We note that, for every weight w , the zeros of Pm(w) interlace with those

of Pm+\(w)\ therefore, the natural extended interpolation of even degree is

Lagrange interpolation with respect to the zeros of p2m+x = Pm(w)pm+X(w).

Theorem 2.1 shows that this choice can be generalized to involve two differ-
2  —1/2

ent weights w and w . In the particular case w(x) = (1 - x )       , we have
2   1II

w = ( 1 - x ) and we obtain the known result that the zeros of the Cheby-

shev polynomial of the second kind Um interlace with those of the Chebyshev

polynomial of first kind Tm+X , i.e., 2UmTm+l = U2m+X .

The following theorem allows us to construct extended interpolation formulae

of odd degree.

Theorem 2.3. If w is any weight function and wx(x) = (1 - x)w(x), w2(x) =

(1 + x)w(x), then the polynomial V2m = Pm(wx)pm(w2) satisfies

(2.8) VLixm.i^i))--Dm(l+xm^(wx))~xX-mXi(wx),

i = I, ... , m, m G N,
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(2.9) V2miXm,iiW2)) = Dmil ~ Xm ./(^r'C/K) »

i = I,..., m, m G N,

where Dm = ym(w2)/ym(wx) + ym(wx)/ym(w2) < oo.

Hence Pm(wx) and Pm(w2) have no common zeros and there holds

xm,iiwi) <xm,iiw2)>        i=l,...,m, mGN.

Proof. Consider the Fourier expansion of Pm(wx) in the system {pk(w)} with

w(x) = (1 - x )w(x),

m

(2.10) Pm(wx;x)=   Y   ckpk(w;x),
k=m-l

where

ck = /   pk(w;x)pm(wx;x)w(x)dx,        k = m-\,m.
i

In particular, cm_, = ym_x(w)/yjwx) and cm = ym(w,)/<ym(w).  Then, by

(2.10),

y -\iw)
Pjwi>xmJ(w2))=   ™ (in ^Pm_x(w;xm Aw2))

(2.11)
yJwi)

+ 7-^Pm(w;xm^(w2)).

Considering the Fourier expansions of ( 1 -x)pm(w ; x) and of ( 1 -x)pm_x(w ; x)

in the system {pk(w2)} , we have by similar computations

(l-xmi(w2))pm(w;xm!(w2))=m       w-'    2 Pm_x(w2;xm t(w2)),
yJw2)

i1 - xm,i(w2))pm_x(w; xm¡(w2)) = yw-  {w)Pm_x(w2;xm¡(w2)).
rjn-lV"2>

These relations, together with (2.11), give us

(2.12) (1 -xmi(w2))pjwx; xmJ(w2)) = Empm_x(w2; xmJ(w2)),

with

Em = ym-i(w2)/ym(wx) + ym(wx)ym_x(w2)/y2Jw2) > 0.

We finally consider the Fourier expansion of Pm(w2) in the system {pk(w)},

m

(2.13) pm(w2;x)=   Y   dkpk(w;x),
k=m-l

where

dk=       pk(w; x)pm(w2; x)w(x)dx,        k = m—l,m,
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and obtain dm_x = -ym^(w)lym(w2) and dm = ym(w2)/ym(w).  Then, by

(2.13),

PmiW2>Xm,iiWl))=     ■   TL ^Pm-liW>Xm,iiWl))

(2.14)
^(^2)

y (w^)
+ Y^lpm(w;xmi(wx)).

Similarly,

y (w)y     (w )

il + xm,,iwx))pm_x(w; xmi(wx)) =   ™-x     ' pm_x(wx;xmi(wx)).

These relations, together with (2.14), yield

(2.15) (1 +xmi(wl))pm(w2; xmJ(wl)) = -Fmpm_x(wx ; xmi(wx))

with

Fm = ym-xi^x)lym(w2) + ym(w2)ym_x(wx)/y2m(wx) > 0.

From (2.12) and (2.15) we conclude that the zeros of pm(wx) are different from

those of Pm(w2). Now, since

KmiXm,iiWl))=PmiWl'Xm.iiWl))PmiW2->Xm,iiWl))'

V2miXm,iiW2)) =P'JW2> Xm,,(W2))pJWx ' XmJ(W2)),

recalling (2.7), we use (2.12) and (2.15) to obtain (2.8) and (2.9). From Theo-

rem 2.1 one obtains the boundedness of Dm .   D

Remark. For our purposes it was sufficient to prove Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, as-

suming the measure dp absolutely continuous; however by Theorem 2.1, The-

orems 2.2 and 2.3 are true for every measure dp G M.

In the particular case w(x) = (1 - x )       , we have

/    %        /1 ,1/2,, x-1/2 -1
wx(x) = (l-x)    (l+x)       ,        w2 = wx

and we obtain the well-known separation property given by the identity

,    v    ,   -u     ,2T. ,        1-3.(2m- I)
PmiWl)PjWl    ) = kmU2m> km=       J • 4.(2m)      '

The preceding theorems assure us that the polynomials pm(w) and pm+x (w),

as well as Pm(wx) and Pm(w2), have no common zeros; thus, it is possible to

construct extended interpolation rules on their zeros.
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We first consider the extended interpolation polynomial L2m+X(w, w; f) on

the zeros t2m+Xj, i = I, ... , 2m + I, of Q2m+X = pm(w)pm+x(w),

2m+l

L2m+x(w,w;f;x)=  Y Ql      ,, Q2m+tXJ_ ,--Jihm+i,i)
,=\   V¿2m+lv'2ra+l,|AA      l2m+l,i>

\~* ^¿2m+l^X) /., ,     ,,

"   h Q'2m+Mm+l,iM)iX-Xm+x,(w))nX^^W))

+ h Q'2m+liXm , ,5)X* - Xm ,,■(*)) ^ ' ' ̂  '

Recalling (2.1) and (2.2), we can thus write

L2m+iiw ,w;f;x) = C~xpm+X(w ; x)pm(w; x)

where Cm = ym(w)/ym+x(w) + ym+x(w)/yjw).

Similarly,   by  (2.8)   and  (2.9),   the  extended  interpolation  polynomial

L2m(wx, w2; f) on the zeros of V2m = Pm(wx)pm(w2) takes on the form

L2miwi ,w2;f;x) = D~Xpm(wx ; x)pm(w2 ; x)

{m I - x     (w )

E^.M)x_^;y2;/(^,M))

m 1 + x     (w ) )

where Dm = yjw2)/yjwx) + yjwx)/ym(w2).

Since, for any weight w , the fundamental Lagrange polynomials are

'..^:*)-^^,(-^,Ci*..^))^^j.

by the recurrence formula of pn(w), we can write the extended interpolation

polynomial L2m+X(w , w; f) on the zeros of p2m+x = Pm(w)pm+X(w) as

L2m+X(w , w; f ; x) = Jm ™   pm(w ; x)pm+x(w ; x)
<m+l v     '
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Furthermore, if r and s are nonnegative integers, we may consider the ex-

tended quasi-Lagrange interpolation polynomial on the zeros of Q2m+X =

pm(w)pm+x(w) and on the points ±1 . For the definition of quasi-Lagrange

interpolation polynomimal see [11]. Recalling (2.1) and (2.2), we deduce that

this is the polynomial of degree 2m + r + s represented in the form

T(r ,s)  ,        —     r       ,
L\„'(w,w; f;x)■'Im+V

= cm il~x) (l+x) Pm+X(w; x)pm(w; x)

(2.19) E
i=1ix-xm+XJ(w))(l-xm+XJ(w)Y-\l+xm+x^(w))s-1

-E *m.i(WXXm.i<P))

tí (*-*w>í(w))(i -*m.,m) 'a +xm,Aw)y

+ hx(x)f(-l) + h2(x)f(l),

where

hx(x) = (l+x) pjw ; x)pm+](w ; x

1

7=0 J-
Pjw ; t)pm+x(w; 0(1 + 0

1(7)

r=i

l-x)j,

h2(x) = (1 - x)rpjw ; x)pm+x(w ; x)

s-\   ,

E
7=0

1
lU)

Pj™>t)pm+x(w;t)(l-t)r
(l+x)J.

t=-\

Similarly, by (2.8) and (2.9), the extended quasi-Lagrange interpolation poly-

nomial on the zeros of V2m = Pm(wx)pm(w2) and on the points ±1 can be

written in the form

L2m iw\> w2; f;x)

= Dm i 1 - xY( 1 + x)sp(wx ; x)p(w2 ; x)

(2.20)
*m,,iW2)fiXm,iiW2))

\r-l.T-
.Uix-xm,l(w2))(l-xmJ(w2)r{l+xmi(w2))s

-E
s-\

fi ix - xmi(wx))(l - xmi(wx))r(l + xmi(wx))

+ kx(x)f(-l) + k2(x)f(l),

where k{  and k2 have the same expressions as /z,  and h2, with w and w

replaced by wx and w2, respectively.
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Finally, we consider the extended quasi-Lagrange interpolation polynomial

on the zeros of p2m+x = Pm(w)pm+x(w) and on the points ±1 ,

r (r-s)   l r \
L2m+iiw>w'f'x)

,)-(l-x)r(l+x)spm+x(w;x)pm(w;x)

(2.21]
_Xrn+\,,iW)fiXm+l,iiW))_

, ix-xm+xJw))(l-xm+x¡(w)Y(l+xm+]¡(w)Y

_£ ^,/W(*m>))_

i(X-Xm.(W))(i-Xm.(W)Y(i+Xmi(W)Yj

+ hx(x)f(-i) + h2(x)f(i),

where hx and h2 have the same expressions as hx and h2, with w replaced

by w .

As we have already said in the introduction, our formulae are simpler than

the corresponding ones for ordinary extended interpolation, and also for

ordinary interpolation (cf. (1.1)). Indeed, the terms pm(w;xm+x Aw)) and

Pm-\(w\ xm ¡(w)) are not present in the two sums of (2.16); moreover, each

sum is independent of the zeros that appear in the other. This facilitates the

study of convergence.

3.  ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ZEROS OF  Q2m+X   AND   V2

Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 assure us that for any weight w the zeros of Q2m+X

and V2m are different from one another and, furthermore, they all belong to

(-1, 1). However, if we assume that w is a generalized smooth Jacobi weight

(w g GSJ), then we can obtain more precise results. Such a weight is defined

by
n

w(x) = tp(x)(l -x)"l~[\x-tk\h(l +xf,        -1 <x< 1,
k=\

where a, ß, yk > — 1,  k = I, ... , n,  -1 < tx < t2 < ■ ■ ■ < tn < 1 , and

0 < tp gDT := {g g C[-l, l]\jx_xœ(g;ô)ô~x dô < oo} ; here to denotes the

usual modulus of continuity.

We now prove the following

Theorem 3.1. // w g GSJ and w = (1 - x )w(x), then the zeros t2m+x ¡ =

cos62m+i,i' i=l,---,2m + l,of Q2m+X = pm+x(w)pm(w), in natural order,

satisfy

(3-1) e2,n+l,i-e2,n+l.M~m~^{

uniformly in 1 < / < 2m , m G N.

If A and B are two expressions depending on some variables, then we write A ~ B if and

only if \AB    \ < const and  \A     B\ < const. uniformly for the variables in question.
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Proof. From Theorem 2.2 we have

Xm+X , ,iW) < Xm,iiW) < Xm+l,i+l iW) > I = 1 , 2, ... , »I.

Therefore, in order to prove (3.1), it is sufficient to show that

_ vTT?
(3.2) xmi(w) - xm+Xl(w)-*M+i./+i(«') - xmJ(w),

uniformly in 1 < i < m, m e N and x e [xm+Xj(w), xm+x J+X(w)].

We prove the first equivalence of (3.2) by using a technique used already in [3]

and suggested by Nevai. We recall that the fundamental Lagrange polynomials

lm Aw) can be written as

(3-3) '•»■**■•x)-i3,i^w)p¿w■• w"»/"i"%■

Moreover, it is well known that

\lm+l,¿W>X)\~l> x£[xm+l,,iW)>Xm+l,i+liw)]

(see [11]). Thus by (3.3), with x = xmi(w) G [xm+l ¡(w), xm+l M(w)], we

conclude

ym+W m+ij{ )K{ ' m+Uii ))]\xm,im-xm+lJ(w)\-

Then by (2.6), and since

ymiw) o    ,

rm+íi«>) m~  '

we have

l~^m+l,/(w)bm(W^m+l>i(W))IIPm-l(W^m,/(W))ll^m,/(W)-^m+l,/(U;)r1-

Since w ,w G GSJ , the relations

(3.4) Xm(w;x)~m~lw*m(x),

(3-5) wmixm,iiw))p2m_x(w;xmi(w))-l-x2mJ(w),

where
n

(3.6)   w*Jx) = (/T^x~ + m~x)2°+x Y[(\tk -x\ + m~x)7k(VTTx' + m~X)2ß+X

k=\

(see [11]), taking into account that

Xm+i,iiW)~X~Xm,iiW)     fOTXG[Xm+Xl(w),Xmi(w)],

imply

xm,M-xm+xJw)^m       (i_;c^((_))Q/2+1/4(i+;c^i(_))/>/2+1/4    .

This relation implies immediately the first equivalence of (3.2). The second is

proved similarly.   D

We omit the proof of the following theorem, since it is very similar to that

of the previous one.
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Theorem 3.2. If w G GSJ and wx(x) = (1 -x)io(x), w2(x) = (1 +x)iu(x),

then the zeros z2m (. = cos a2m ,, i = I,... ,2m, of V2m = Pm(wx)pm(w2), in

natural order, satisfy

a2m,i-°2m,i+\ ~ m~   '

uniformly in 1 < i < 2m - 1, m G N.

Remark. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are not needed to study convergence of the

extended interpolation formulae (2.16), (2.17), (2.19), and (2.20). We have

stated them here, since they may be useful for finding the numerical solution

of singular integral equations by collocation methods. Indeed, the integrals

(in the Cauchy principal value sense or weakly singular) which appear in the

equation, are often treated by two different interpolations (one corresponding

to the collocation and another to the quadrature). In order to avoid divergence

and numerical cancellation, it is necessary that the collocation points and the

quadrature knots are not only different from one another, but also sufficiently

far apart.

4. Uniform convergence of extended interpolation

We start with some preliminary remarks, assuming w G GSJ throughout.

For any x G (-1, 1), m G N, we denote by xc(m)(w) = xm c(w) the knot

closest to x , defined by

xmJw) -{

w)

Xm,diW) {{X-Xmd(w)<Xmd+x(w)-X,

1   Xm.d+lW     ÜX-Xmd(w)>Xmd+x(w)-X,

where xmd(w) < x <xmd+x(w) for some d G {0, 1, ... , m) and xm0

= -1, xm m+x(w) = 1. By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, and recalling (3.4), we find

(4.1)
K+ljWil - Xm+l,ii™)fr+lil +Xm+X^(w))-S+X

(4.2)

~XmJ(w)(l-xmJ(w))r(l+xmiAw))s,

^,,^i)^-xm<l(wx)rr(i+xmi(wx))-5

~ Xm,iiW2)i{ - XmJ(w2))~r+X'(1 + Xm^(w2))~S+X

where w(x) = (1 -x )w(x), wx(x) = (1 -x)w(x), w2(x) = (1 +x)w(x), and

r, s G N. The equivalences (3.5), (4.1), (4.2) and the inequality

(4.3) \pm(w ;x)\< constw*m(x)~X'2,

where w*m is defined by (3.6) (see [11]), allow us to write

(4.4) tf;^,!»;^!,^,!-!,

(4.5) KM;*)^,;*>l|;chl%r'-
The following lemmas are needed to prove the subsequent results.
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Lemma 4.1. Let r, i, m be positive integers with m > max{4(r + 1), r + i).

Given any function f G Cr[-l ,1], there exists a polynomial qm of degree m

such that for x G [-1, 1]

q(*\±l) = f(k)(±l),        k = 0,l,...,r,

\Q["\x)-flnk\x)\< const
\il-xA

m
+

m

r-k

\Q(nki)ix)-C(x)\< const

r)     W^X

VT

m m-

-=-, r-k

+ —ö    >        k = 0, I, ... ,r,

m

( Ar)     \/l -X2
x co¡ If   ;

in
k = 0, I, ... , r- i,

where œ ;(g; ô) = Sup0</i<¿||A^|L_1 x_ihx, ô > 0, is the ith modulus of conti-

nuity.

This lemma follows from Satz 4.2, 5.4, and 5.5 in [7].

Defining the functions

SaJw;l;x) = Y i^-xm,l(w)Y

tïm\x-xmJ(w)\'
i¿c

-l]X) = ^-\x-xmJwr
1=1

m

■Uy
,     ^(\r-xm¡(w)\ + m-'Y

S(w;t;x) = )   -¡—:-——.-,
m\x-xmi(w)\i=i

i¿c

where c denotes the index corresponding to the closest knot to x , t is a fixed

point belonging to (-1,1), and a, ô, y are real numbers, we also have the

following lemmas. The proof of these results can be found in [4].

Lemma 4.2. If w G GSJ, then for every x G [— 1, 1 ]

S (w; 1 ; x) < const

m
-2a-\ T\-2 ■K2i7-1

(\/l - x + m    ) " + (\/l - x + m  ')za  'log m

if a <-1/2,

(\/l - x + m
■1,2(7-1

log m if -l/2< a < 1/2,

(VT^x + m  x)2a  'logm+1    ifa> 1/2.
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Lemma 4.3. If w G GSJ, then for every x G [-1, 1]

S (w; -1 ; x) < const

m
-2<5-l,

(s/ÏTx + m  1^2+(^/TTx + m  ')2<5~'logm

ifô<-1/2,

(y/TTx + m~l)2ó~xlogm if-1/2<Ô< 1/2,
-K 2.5-1

log m + 1    ifô > 1/2.{ (VI +x + m

Lemma 4.4. If w G GSJ, then for every x G [-1, 1]

_,, . ^       J logw       ify>0,
S(w ; T ; x) < const < _,,

w \ l + m y   ify<0.

For the sake of brevity, we shall prove the following theorems only for

w(x) = w (x) = (1 -x)a(l + x) , a, ß > -1 ; but the extension to the

more general case w g GSJ is very easy.

Theorem 4.1. Let w = u"'ß, a, ß > -1.  For any function f G Cs[-l, 1],

s >0, we have

\f(x)-L2m+l(w,w;f;x)\

(4.6) < const [log m + (\/l — x + m    )

+ (^fY+~^+m~X)~2ß~2]o)s(f;m~X),        |x| < 1,

where const is independent of f and m .

Proof. Let qm be the polynomial defined by Lemma 4.1 corresponding to the

function /. Then by (2.16),

\fix)-L2m+x(w,w;f;x)\

< \f(x) - qm(x)\ + \L2m+x(w ,w;f-qm;x)\

< const (üs(f; m    )

x { i + \Pm+liw;x)pm(w;x)

'm+l

E
L/=i

Kn+l,,^)i^-X2m+UlJW))

\x-xm+x¡l(w)\

+ E
i=l

\x~xm¡l(w

Recalling (4.1), (4.3), and (4.4), we obtain

(\/l - x + m~l)2a+2(\/l +x + m~X)2ß+2\f(x) - L2m+X(w ,w; f;x)

< const€»,(/; m~x)Y,     mJ   L,
t^\x-xmJ(w)\

(4.7)

i=i
Uc

const cos(f; m    )Y

\'*+3/2,

i=l

(1-^m./(^)) (1+^,,(^))

'wlJf-Jfm./(W)l

fi+3/2

=: const ^(/; w    )sw(x),

where c is the index corresponding to the closest knot to x
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Since

5    (X)-(1   ,,T)/»+3/2r(l-WfiQ)a+3/2

sjx)<(l+x)        2¿   m(x-xmJ(w))

+ (1      ^3/2^(1 +^.lW+3/2

tt   m(xmi(w)-x)

<(vT+^+7n-i)^E(i^w',(w)rr
fe   w(x-xm>,(«;))

,,/î-^    -1^3^(1+^,,(BQ)/'+3/2
+   Vl-X + W >     -.        ''      -r-,

Í¿   mixm,,iw)-x)

and applying Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 with o, ô > 1/2, respectively, we have

sm(x) < (VYTx + m~x)2ß+\(^/T^x~ + m~x)2a+2logm + 1]

+ (y/T^+m~l)2a+\(y/T+lc + m~l)2ß+2logm + l].

Combining this last inequality with (4.7), we obtain (4.6).   D

We note that inequality (4.6) improves a result obtained in a different way in

[2, Corollary 2]. The following theorem shows that the extended interpolation

polynomial I^m+i iw > ™; /) nas a Detter behavior.

Theorem 4.2. Let w = ua    , a, ß > -I. For any f G Cs[-l, 1], s > 0, we

have

\f(x)-L2xmx+\(w,w;f;x)\

(4.8)        < const log m[(Vl - x + m~ )~ a

+ (s/TTx~ + m~x)~2ß]ms(f;m~x),        |x| < 1,

where const is independent of f and m .

Proof. Let qm be the polynomial defined by Lemma 4.1 corresponding to the

function /; thus, iM(±l) = /(±1).

Recalling (4.1), (4.3), and (4.4), and proceeding as in the proof of the Theo-

rem 4.1, we find

(^/r^ + m-x)2a(^/Y+^ + m-x)2ß\L[xmx+\(w,w-,f-,x)-f(x)\

< const co„(/; m    )Y^-=-
Uü-x2m<i{w))\x-xmJm

a+l/2,, ,     ,,/?+l/2
t  ,,   -i^d-v/Qg))a+t,v+xmJm)

constœs(f;m    )Y-        ■   _Y     m,-
m\x-xmi(w)\

i*c

-.constto (f;m    )S (x).
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Assuming that a, ß < 0, we have

C   i    \*tfi-j.      -^2a^H+XmJ(w))ß+X/2
Sm(x)<(Vl-x + m    )   2^

m\x-xmi(w)

Q+l/2
-       _x2ß™(l-xmi(w))

+ (Vl+x + m    )">   -¡—^--_.
~   m\x-xm<i(w)\
i+c

Thus, applying Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, we obtain (4.8).

On the other hand, if a < 0 and ß > 0, then

smM < ivr-x+m-r ± " r-(w)l-T + Ê (17-TT ■
w tí    w|x-xm,(u;)|       j^   m\x-xmi(w)\

i^c i^c

Applying Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, we deduce (4.8). Finally, if a > 0 and ß < 0,

or a > 0 and ß > 0, then (4.8) follows again.   D

Inequality (4.8) improves two results obtained in a different way in [2, Corol-

laries 1, 3].

We omit the proof of the following theorem, since it is very similar to the

proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, making use of inequalities (4.2) and (4.5)

instead of (4.1) and (4.4).

Theorem 4.3. Let w = u"    , a, ß > -1.  For any function f G C*[-l, 1],

s>0,

\fix)-L2m(wx,w2;f;x)\

< const [log m + (Vl - x + m~ )~ a~

+ (y/T+~x~+m-Xr2ß-2]tos(f;m-X),        |x| < 1,

\fix)-L2mX)(wx,w2;f;x)\

< const log m [(Vl -x + m~ )~ a

+ (v/TTx~ + m-1r2VJ(/; "•"'),       |x|<l,

where const is independent of f and m .

Finally, the following theorem exhibits the behavior of the interpolation for-

mulae (2.18) and (2.21).

Theorem 4.4. Let w = ua    , a, ß > -I.  For any function f G C*[—1, 1],

5 > 0, we have

\fix)-L2m+x(w,w;f;x)\

logm + (\/l - x + m~ )~ a
< consta) (/; m    ]

n/1 -x + m  '

W<i.
log m + (\/l + x + m    )

y/l +x + m
-i
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\f(x)-L2xmX+\(w,w;f;x)\

< const cos(f; m~ )logm[(\/l - x + m~ )~a

+ (v/TTx + m"1)1"2/?],

|x| < 1, a, ß>Q.

We omit the proof, since it is very similar to the proofs of the previous

theorems.
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